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About This Content

Extra Episode: The Struggle
Moira fights to survive the horrors of the island with the help of an old hand. This is her story of struggle and redemption.

*This extra episode provides a different gameplay experience than the main campaign. A new costume for Moira is included.
*Episode One required to play.
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rer2 extra episode the struggle. resident evil revelations 2 extra episode the struggle

Puzzle Bots is a nice little point and click. Very cute with an interesting yet simple plot. Most of the puzzles are relatively
straight forward but there are some real head scratchers in there and the final puzzle is a doozy! Nice and bright with simple and
colourful animation. Voice acting good with some funny parts that give you the odd chuckle. If you're just wanting a little
something to pass the time with the odd head scratcher thrown in with enough things to keep you interested, and a low price tag,
this will probably be for you and will be quite universal. However if you are looking for more of a challenge where you really
have to think outside the box this will probably be too easy for you and not scratch that itch. The use of the bots was easy,
however ocassionally it can be irritating when you have to switch between them quickly (you will know where I mean when you
get to it).
I got this as part of a point and click puzzle pack and as a whole I thought it was a really nice, well made casual game that I
could dip in and out of.. Fantasic !!!
We NEED more LGBTQA+ characters. We need MORE LGBTQA+representation, because it's not just straight people who
play games. The LGBTQA+plays, therefore should feel like they can play without being pushed asside.
Feel they too are accepted.

Aim to help LGBT+ people find their place in the world so that they can feel part of a community of like-minded people, and
understand that they\u2019re a valued, beautiful and incredibly important.

It's important. It's so important.
It's imporant that a kid can play and not feel pressured to pick a character that doesn't associate with their sexuality and gender.
You want to play somebody who reflects who you are, if you understand where i'm getting at ? Making it relevant to individuals
and communities of diversity in sexuality and gender identity based cultures.
We want girls kissing girls, we want boys kissing boys, we want bisexuality in boys and girls, we want transgender FTM\/MTF,
we want non binary folks, and ect+

Although video games are incredibly forward, at times they can be very backwards in terms of being LGBT+ friendly.

MORE LGBTQA+ REPRESENTATION !!!!
MORE PEOPLE OF COLOR AND RACE !!!!

ERASE HETROSEXUALITY AS NORMAL.
EARASE BEING CIS AS NORMAL.

PREACH THIS !!!!
EQUALITY FOR ALL.

I LOVED THIS !!!. Never really seems to work correctly. When using music you're familiar with, the beats never seem to be in
the place you think they should.

Otherwise, yet another score-chaser without any additional goals.. The best way to describe Too Angry To Space is you took
Doom '93 and made it into a side scrolling run-n-gun game like Contra. And oddly, that's exactly what the story to this game is,
where you're the last remaining survivor on a space station after an alien infestation overran it, killing everyone else but you.
Now, it's up to you to get to the exit after you slaughter everything in your path.

It won't be easy getting there, though and there are times where you will die. A lot. Okay, perhaps very often, because this game
will not give you a tutorial of how to do stuff. Everything is given to you at the start including the rules and it's up to you to
figure out how to do it. There's no hand-holding involved. No strategy guides, no waypoints telling you where to go, no objective
lists telling you what to do next, none of that. It's just you and 14 levels of old school shoot 'em up action that will get harder and
harder the longer it goes.

Now, comes the question. Do I recommend this? Yes, but in a limited capacity, because this game will kick
your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665if you come into it unprepared. And on top of that, it's at a really good price, so you're
really not gonna break your wallet in half.. as a bavarian i especially like the setting. normally way more hardcore as a gamer but
i think this is quite nice and especially the graphics and the story. I don't write reviews but the value + playability + yeehaw!
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factor of this game made me do it. I want to be helpful so I will keep this short and focused.

Asteroids for grownups on LSD may represent the controls, the purpose, and the environment. Only one other metaphor is
missing but I couldn't remember any games that did it. The maps you play on run a pre-programmed series of changes that
alternately confound and isolate. Big open map starts and you are spinning and dodging to avoid enemies as they home in on
you, then a warning sequence begins and you have to figure out where you think you should be. A level transformation won't kill
you but it could leave you in a wholly isolated -tiny tiny- box of sadness for a few seconds. And while you are there, your new
mini slice of the whole map is still spawning enemies in a 3" x 3" anxiety pool. When it happend to me I thought I might have
found the fatal flaw in the design concept, then my prison cell burped homing death triangles at me and I just spun, fired, and
laughed.

I like to shop on Steam for the 0.01 - 5.99 range of games looking for gems. This game, for the number of game modes (and
each of the game modes has options for how you play that mode) and the pucker factor, is a gem.

I think I paid 2.99 for this title and I was satisfied in the first few minutes I played it.

Have fun--
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it is not at all what you hope for even the dinos there are pasiv in natur wil attack you. A Total War game with great
optomization. I never thought i'd see the day.. Nice puzzle game and similar to mindblox in style and quality. They all build
around a different core mechanic.

- the puzzles are very hard, maybe to hard, other modes and difficulties would be even better
- style is generally cool like the others
- a good variety of different objects
- the later levels are motion sickness pure!
- but the menu could need a bit rework. cool racing game.... Lot's of crashes.

Refunded.. Only one game mode, and limited to 4 players. Anyone would be better off playing the game on Table Top
Simulator.. verry good tennis and ping works good on oculus. Still better than Call of Duty. You want a roguelike that thinks
outside of the box? Look no further. Road Not Taken is a hard-as-nails, puzzle based, story-rich, atmospheric roguelike that
breaks boundaries. This title was expertly crafted. Lots of attention to detail, and my-oh-my is there depth. It is quite a dark
game, as well.

Pros:
+Like any roguelike worth its salt, Road Not Taken has a lot of content and mystery to unravel and master. Tons of
gameplay here. I haven't even scratched the surface at 5 hours.
+Puzzles are super challenging, in a good way.
+Atmosphere and artwork are absolutely stunning. Really well done here. Lots of attention to detail.
+The story is rich and is a welcome addition to modern roguelike\/lites.

Cons:
-Yeah, its difficult, but do-able. I mention this because it looks like a fairly cute puzzle game, but it can be overwhelming at
times (especially if you want to avoid spoilers), IMO. Even in 5 hours, I haven't gotten very far.
-Addiction factor isn't the highest, but I can generally look past this, since its got tons of depth. Hard to explain. It isn't like 
BoI where its 'One more run!!' kind of thing.

A must have for any fan of the modern roguelike genre. Totally worth full price, even.. As limited as it is at this point in
early access, I have to say I've thoroughly enjoyed this game so far. The card graphics are on point and the sound effects and
animations are better than some other combat-type card games i've played recently. Although, admittedly, those were free-to-
play flash games on mobile or on a Kongregate-like site. I'm sure once the game is finished and fully released it'll be about
as good as I expect it to be. Meaning, worth about 20 bucks upon release and about half that once sale hits.
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